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Guidance on protective measures for new buildings
First published in 1991, BR 211 is the key tool used by the 
construction industry when applying radon-protective measures in 
both domestic and non-domestic buildings. The new 2015 edition 
contains more comprehensive guidance for the whole of the UK, 
and for the fi rst time includes radon potential maps for Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. 

This guide gives practical measures for reducing the concentration 
of radon in new buildings, extensions, conversions and 
refurbishment projects. It is intended for use in England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland, and will be of interest to architects, 
architectural technicians, designers, builders, installers, building 
control offi cers and approved inspectors. It supports building 
regulations for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, and building 
standards for Scotland.  

This guide replaces three earlier guidance documents – BR 211 
(2007 edition), BR 376 and BR 413. The principal changes over 
previous editions of BR 211 are:
• combined guidance for England, Wales, Scotland and 

Northern Ireland
• clearer explanatory guidance on specifying and installing 

radon-protective measures
• updated guidance to refl ect recent amendments to building 

regulations and building standards 
• additional radon management checklist 
• updated maps. 

BR 211 | 2015 EDITION 
£45 FULL PRICE | £33.75 OFFER PRICE   

‘Just because a particular local area has 
not had any radon awareness-raising 
events recently does not mean that 
the requirements for radon protection 
have diminished.  
BRE has been aware that there are 
a few areas where the supporting 
guidance could be strengthened and 
additional explanatory notes provided. 
With this in mind and the fact that 
new radon potential maps were 
launched in Scotland in 2011 and in 
Northern Ireland earlier in 2015, it was 
thought that now would be the ideal 
time to update the guidance and to 
reawaken awareness of the continuing 
need for radon-protective measures 
across the UK.’

Chris Scivyer
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Radon protection for new domestic extensions and 
conservatories with solid concrete ground fl oors
Get practical advice and guidance on how to provide radon 
protection to new domestic extensions and conservatories 
with concrete fl oors. This Good Building Guide will also 
help house owners and builders in radon-affected areas to 
determine whether protection is needed for a new extension or 
conservatory, and the level of protection that is required. 
GG 73  £16

Radon protection for new dwellings
Learn how to successfully install radon-protective measures 
in new dwellings. This Good Building Guide should be read in 
conjunction with BRE Report BR 211. GG 74  £16 

Radon protection for new large buildings
Learn how to successfully install radon-protective measures 
in large buildings. This Good Building Guide expands on the 
guidance given in BRE Report BR 211. GG 75  £16

Radon protection set
Purchase all three Good Building Guides as a set 
at a bargain price! AP 307  

£40 FULL PRICE | £30 OFFER PRICE

Radon solutions in homes
Part 1: Improving underfl oor ventilation

Get guidance on carrying out installation works to increase 
ventilation under suspended ground fl oors. This Good Repair 
Guide is Part 1 in a 3-Part set. Part 1 covers the installation 
of both natural and mechanical (fan-assisted) ventilation to 
underfl oor spaces.  GR 37/1  £16

Radon solutions in homes
Part 2: Positive house ventilation

Get guidance on installing positive ventilation systems in 
homes. Part 2 of this Good Repair Guide covers the installation 
of controlled ventilation systems to reduce radon levels and 
improve the indoor environment by reducing condensation, 
mould, stuffi ness and stale odours.  GR 37/2  £16

Radon solutions in homes
Part 3: Radon sump systems

Get guidance on installing radon sump systems in homes. Part 3 
of this Good Repair Guide covers the installation of both active 
(fan-assisted) and passive sump systems. 
GR 37/3  £16.50

Radon solutions in older homes
The principal entry route for radon into a building is usually 
through gaps and cracks in and around the ground fl oor. This 
Good Repair Guide gives guidance on how to counteract this 
potentially life-threatening problem in older buildings. 
GR 38  £16

Radon solutions set
Purchase all four Good Repair Guides as a set 
at a bargain price! AP 308  

£55 FULL PRICE | £41.25 OFFER PRICE

Order @ www.brebookshop.com 

Online offer: Get 25% off AP 307 and AP 308 by quoting code RADON25

Offer ends 30 November 2015


